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a gang of protesters
an army
a platoon
inflatable dolls in a production factory
working children
calisthenics dancers
human rights demonstrators
a riot
forced exodus
strangers posing in a memory group photo
nomads
homeless people
John Doe
Jane Doe
unidenti�ed victims
a choir
a theatre audience
children in a playground
a mass grave
a peace march
a war march
a pride parade
a concert crowd
tourists in historical places
a carnival
neighbours
one night standers
chaturbate performers
strippers
online porn actors
hotel sta�
cleaners
domestics
street artists
backing vocalists
web hackers
undocumented refugees
un-documentable refugees
people in witness protection programs
sex workers
incognito government agents
expelled newborn babies
unnamed humanoid dolls
kissers
inner airflow blowers
identity shapers
non disclosure agreement signers
human imitating bots
chancellors of disguise
glocal camouflage

Martin Balint (b. 1982) is a Romanian mix media artist, focused 
on interactive and serial installations.  
He received his BA and MA (2nd degree specialisation) in New 
Technologies for the Arts within Accademia di Belle Arti in 
Venice, Italy. He has won the National Art Prize of MIUR in 2003 
(Italy) and the Bevilacqua La Masa Foundation Grant in 2004. He 
has participated in collateral events of the Venice Biennale in 
2005 and 2007, OPEN – International exhibition of sculptures 
and installations (10th, 11th and 14th edition) and Manifesta 7 
(2008). He is also a �nalist of the Arte Laguna Prize (2008) and 
Francesco Fabbri Art Prize (2014), winning the Jury Mention. He 
won the grant of the National Museum of Contemporary Art 
(MNAC) in Bucharest for the SenzArt exhibition in 2014. 
The same year he also won two Internetics awards for Best 
Interactive Brand Experience and Best Use of Technology.
Martin Balint is a co-founder of the international art group 
CREAM (Creativity and Research in Arts and Media). 
In 2016-2018 Martin Balint had four solo shows in Bucharest:  
TROPHIC at Carusel Cărturești, Hagiogra�a Ginandromor�ca at 
Transmedia Intervention Territory (TIT), Terror Error at Kube Gallery 
and Feeding Idle curated by Răzvan Ion at Creart Gallery.


